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ANALYSIS OF HIGH-TEMPERATURE ~~SIENT CREEP 
OF PURE METALS AND ALLOYS 

Kamal E. Am.in 

Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
and Department of Materials Science arid Engineering, College of 

Engineering, University of California, Berkeley, California 

ABSTRACT 

It is suggested that transient creep at high temperatures arises princi-

pally as a result of the dispersal of entanglements by the climb mech-

anism. The. dispersal of the entanglements is assumed to follow a uni-

molecular reaction kinetics with a rate constant that depends on stress 

and temperature in the same way as does the secondary creep rate. The 

analysis shows that the strain (E) versus time (T) relation can be 

represented by 

E = E 
0 

13 1 [ . -(K£ ·t )l 
+ £s ·t + ~ 1 - exp s J 

'where E
0 

is the instantaneous strain on loading, Es the secondary creep 

rate, KE the rate constant, and B the ratio of initial to secondary s -

creep rate. The experimental creep data on several b.c.c arid f.c.c 

metals and alloys correlate quite well with the proposed mechanism. The 

constants 13 and K were found to be independent of temperature and 

stress. The proposed formulation becomes inapplicable for correlating 

creep data in polycrystals at low stresses because of the significant 

contribution of grain-boundary sl~ding to the total creep at these 

stress levels. 
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r . INrROoucrioo 

1. 'I):'pical strain-time ·curves: 

Several ccmron types of· high-teJrperature creep curves are illustrated 

schematically in Fig. 1, and documented in table I. The creep curve is 

usually separated into three distinct regions; prlinary (transient), 

secondary ~(steady state) and a later tertiary stage. Most netals and 

allays exhibit a reasonably extensive secondary stage, foll~ by an 

increasing creep rate over stage III. Stage III is characterized by 

microfissuring, local plastic defonnation and creep rupture. Major 

differences between the creep curves of various materials, h~ver ~ 

noted over the transient stage I. Matericils1-6 in which the substructure 

pertinent to creep remains substantially constant, enter the steady-

1 . 
state al.rrost imrediately after loading (type B). All annealed netals 

and sane allays exhibit a deccelerating transient creep rate (type A), 

reflecting the continued formation of a m:>re creep resistant substructure 

during the transient stage. 'Ihese s~ netals and allays give creep 

cmves of type. c when they have been previously crept at a high awlied 

stress 
7

, or have been cold worked. 'Iheir increasing creep rate over 

stage I is due to recovery of the pertinent substructure to a steady

state one, whereby their steady-state creep rates are. independent of 

any previous nechanical treatrrent. 8 'Ihe secondary creep rate is generally 

obtained when a balance is reached be~en the rate of hardening of the 

developed substructure, and the rate of its thermal. recovery under the 

applied stress. 

'lyPe D curve has been observed in certain special dispersed phase allays9 

other types of creep curves were obtained as a result of periodic re

crystallization, or as a result of niicrostructural changes attending 
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. 11 precipitation hardening, overag1.ng, etc 

A review of all pertinent data by Bird, Mukherjee and r:orn12 reveals 

that only those metals and allays that undergo initial straining upon 

stressing exhlbi t the usual nonnal transient, NT, (type A, Fig. 1) stage 

of creep. Tllis group inCludes all netals and alm:>st all alloys that 

obey the sani-atpirical relation: 

£ .K.T n 
s - ·=A (a/G) 
D.G.b; (1) 

for which n , 5. o, and to a lesser degree sore allays for Y.hich n "' 3. 3 • 

In the above equation (1), £s is the secondary creep-rate, D: the self 

diffusivity, G: shear roodulus, b, the &lrger's vector, and a the awlied 

stress. 'Ihose allays which do not undel:go significant initial straining 

at t = 0 upon awlication of the stress do not exhibit the usual normal 

transient stage (Nr) of creep. They instead display one of three dif

ferent types of transient behavior. The few n "' 5 allays of this type 

shoo an alm:>st negligible initial strain and an extremely brief normal 

transient (BNT). Alloys of the n , 3.3 class which undergo no initial 

strain shoo either a brief inverted transient (BIT) over which the creep 

rate increases towards the steady state or no transient behavior at all 

(Na.r). A few n , 3.3 allays show initial straining and others do not. 

sane exanples of this variant transient creep behavior are. given in 

table 1. 

2. Strain - titre equations: 

Early investigations13 have shown that: 

£ = £0 + f (t e~/RT) for a= constant, (2) 

over roth the transient and the steady-state stages of creep at high 

temperatures. In this equation, £ is the total creep strain, which is 
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ti1e surr. of the initial strain £
0 

upon stressing at t = o and the creep 

~up to time t, o, is the applied stress, Qc is the apparant 

activation energy for creep, and Rr is the usual gas constant tines the 

absolute tenperature iii K. 

la 1n E I a (-1M = 

Q as defiiied by 

; (E/El) l 
~(¥1- ¥2~ 0 

(3) 

was shown to be insensitive to the applied stress, strain, grain~size, 

temperature etc. It is always slightly different fran the activation 

enthalpy of diffusion: 

a lnD 
Hd = a <- 1/RI'l 

(4) 

17 
For many materials, the creep strain is found to follOII' Andrad 1 s ern-

pirical eqUa.tion, viz 

£ 
•• t + Btl/3, (5) 

£ - £0 = s 

where f: , is the steady-state creep rate. and B is a constant. This for-
s 

rnulation often appears to be in fair agreement with high tenperature 

creep data, for its parameters can be adjusted to fit most of the high 

timperature data spanning both the transient and steady states. One 

obje~on to the universal application of Andrade 1 s equation concerns 

its prediction of infinite initial creep rates. Although it is admit

tedly difficult to rneasm:e the initial creep-rates accurately, many 

carefully conducted experiments suggest that physically they must be 

finite. 

An alternative fonnulation that has been anployed is: 

£ - Eo= gs. t + ET (1- e-rt) (6} 

where ET' is the total transient strain for t = a, and r is the ratio 

of the transient creep rate to the transient creep strain. This relation 
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was first suggested on a purely errpirical basis by McVett/8 . Later it 

has been applied by Garofalo19 , ccinway and Hullikin20 , and Evans and 

W. '1 hi 21 1s re . Al 1 th 
22,23,24 . . . 

so severa au ors have arr1ved at express1ons 

analogous to equation 6, fran detailed consideration of specialized 

dislocation models for the rates of multiplication and anribilation of 

dislocations duriiig high t:erfiJerature creep. 

It is the purpose of this iiivestigation to provide a unified analysis 

for high-tanperature creep that will iiicorporate the effect of both 

tanperature and stress on the shape of the transient creep curve, and 

provide a physical picture of the primal::y stage of deformation, Stage I. 

The iiivestigation wi.ll first sunmarize the pertirient substructural 

changes that accrnq;><my transient creep and will anphasize the role of 

dislocation climb iii the dispersal of entanglanents. This will be 

followed by the develq::mant of a l.li'liloolecular reaction rate kinetic 

approach to describe the transient creep behavior. . The validity of the . 

presented approach will be (X)nfinned by (X)rrelation with experimental 

data. 

II. SUBSTRlJClURAL CHAN::;ES D~ TRANSIENI' CREEP 

The decreasing creep rates over the normal transient stage of creep, 

under constant values of the independent variables of stress and terrp-

erature, must be ascribed to the develcpnent of more creep resistant 

substructures over this stage. Since normal transient· creep is. contingent 

upon the occurrence of initial straining, normal transient creep rates . 

are the result of changes iii substructure fran that which is produced 

irnnediately upon stressing to that v.hlch pertains to the steady-State. 

The substructures which are fanned upon initial straining at creep 

tE!llperatures closely resemble those which are developed during strain 

•• 
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hardening over stage III qeformation at lo.v-er tenperatures25 •26
r
27. 

~st of the dislocations are arranged in rough cellular patterns'. the 

walls of which are canposed of dislocation entanglarents. Sene cells 

contain a few randanly rreanderin:J dislocations in their interior. Etch 

't. . 25,28 and . . . . 27 28 29 
p~ ting electron rru.croscopy studies ' ' have shown that 

dislocations rearrange themselves during the early .part of transient 

creep as a result of the extra degree of freedcm resulting fran dislcr 

cation cLilnb which beccmes facile at high tarperatures. During the early 

portions of transient creep the cellular structure remains observable, 

but in many localized areas dislocations rearran;re to becare. either 

raridanly distributed or to develop partially fo:mv:rl subboundaries. 

Electro tr . . 27,28,29 . · n ansrru.ss~on rru.croscopy shows that at this time loosely-

knit subgrain boundaries are being developed through dislocation untang

ling and redistribution of dislocations. No abrupt changes in the dis

.location substructure occur during the transient stage. Rather, as strain 

increases, larger numbers of roughly-forna:l sul::grain boundaries develop, 

cells becare diffuse as dislocations climb and glide away, and those 

subboundaries Y.hich are already forna:l beccme better defined and more 

tightlY knit. A subgrain structure e:rer:ges gradually and develops clearly 

over the latter stages of the transient creep . 

The entangle:rents disperse and adjacent cells coalesce so as to produce 

nDre shal:ply delineated subgrains ...mich have a volume about eight 

times that of the original cells over the secondary stage of creep, and 

an invariant substructure persists which depends only on the magnitude 

of the applied stress. It cOnsists of subgrains separated fran one 

another by lew-angle boundaries within which there exists a few isolated 

'nle substructural chan;res that take place durin:J nonnal transient creep 
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are extre:rely carplex. 'This carplexity is clearly rev-ealed by the de

tailed investigations of Clauer, Wilcox ana Hirth
28 l,Jndoubtedly these 

substructural chan;res are significant to the transient creep rate. Such 

changes in the different substructural aetails over tt'le transient stage 

are undoubtedly interrelated. For exarrple, the dispersal of the 

entangle:rents, the build-,up of lew angle boundaries, the changes in 

density of dislocations and the alterations in misorientations across 

low-angle boundaries, etc. are not nutually independent. Among these 

various details only the dislocation density has been placed on a 

quantitative basis. 

Several investigators have attempted to follCM the change in dislocation 

density with strain over the transient stage of creel5 •28 •30•31 . Ad

rnittedl:r to accarplish this with satisfactory accuracy is extre:rely 

difficult, particularly in view of the major changes that take place 

in the gearetrical distribution of dislocations. Furthenrore, it is 

not llmediately apparent hew the density of dislocations should be 

partitioned anong those entangled in the disappearing cell walls, those 

adding to the growing lew angle boundaries, and those that are meandering 

about ITDre or less randanly. Early in the transient stage it is custana.ry 

to count all dislocations including those in the entangled cell walls 

and those in the body of the cells despite the fact that each group 

might contribute differently to the transient creep rate. As the 

transient creep rate approaches that for the steady state, it is custan-

a:ry to count only those dislocations that are within the subgrains. 

However Clauer, Wilcox and Hirth
28 have shC7NIJ. that moving tilt-boundaries 

fonn a significant part of the substructure during transiem.t creep of 

single crystals of ITDlybdenum, and cons~tly the· 'dislocations in the 

sub-boundaries must be considered. 
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Results on the variation in the density of dislocation during creep 

within the subgrains are presented in Fig. 2 as taken fran reference 12. 

chan · ( ·;· b
2

) as a f\illction of £ for Cu single 'Ihe plot shows the . ge m £ Es·P· 

crystals and polycrystalline Fe-3.1% Si, and as a function of (g-g
0
-£st)/£T 

for nnlybdenum single c:cystals, where Eo is the initial ·strain, ET is the 

total transient strain, and p is the density of dislocations. This plot 

shows the (E:/E: .p .b2) seems to dec:rease over the pr:iroary stage. If creep s 

were controlled by the motion of jogged screw dislocations, it might be 

expected that E: would increase linearly with P. The effect of dislocation 

density of climb-controlled creep, however, need not be linear because 

with high densities of dislocations the climb time would be shorter 

but the area 5\olept out by the dislocations would also be smaller. The 

effect of these co\illteracting influences on E: has not yet been accurately 

formulated. 

P.~though the state of knowledge conqerning substructure is admittedly 

unsatisfacto:cy, the available experlinental data suggest that dislocation 

densities decrease only slightly during the dispersal of the entangle

rrents in transient creep. The decrease in creep rate during normal 

transient stage might be assumed to indicate that strain-hardening is 

taking place. Strain-hardening hov.'ever has the i.rrplication of increased 

density of dislocations. It therefore appears that the tetrn recove:cy 

strengthening due to dispersal of entanglE!lleilts by dislocation climb is 

preferable. 
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III. .ANALYSIS 

'l'he substructural changes takiiB place during transient creep are so 

canplex as to prelude any detailed rrechar.istic analysis of tl1e process 

at this t:ilre. Although the density of dislocations ae;creases over the 

transient stage of ·creep, it alone cannot account for the rnuc.'1 greater 

percentage decrease in the creep rate. The major substructural change, 

as pointed out by Gupta and Strutt25 centers about the dispersal of en

tanglements, but the relation between such dispersal and the transient 

creep rate is not yet urrlerstood. Undoubtedly all substructural changes 

during high-tenperature transient creep are interrelated and dependent 

upon the dislocation climb rrechanism. It is therefore suggested that 

transient as well as steady state creep is controlled by the rate of 

climb of dislocations. This is consistent with the validity of equation 

2. Furthenrore, it is also assumed that the reactions taking place 

obey the laws of llilinnlecular kinetics. This assurrption will be verified 

a posteriori. 

Assuming that dislocation climb kinetics control transient creep, the· 

rate constant can be given in terms of the ta~perature and stress as K£s, 

vihere £ is the secondary state creep rate as controlled by climb and K s 

is a constant. 32 .. lecul As shown by Webster, Cox and Ibm , the UilllOCl ar 

can be formulated as: 

d(£-£s) 
-~-'-- = - K £ • (£ - £s) dt s (7) 

By integrating, one obtains 

.tn (£-£s) = K £s.t + constant (8) 

At t = o £ = £. 
~ 

substituting in (8) for the constant gives, 

£ - £ = s (9) 
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L-:tegrating once again gives: 

E 

. . 
£s.t- EiK~Es. e- k.£s.t +constant 

s 
(10) 

At t = 0 E E
0 

, sUbs;tituting in (IO) for the constant gives 

E (ll) 

-...here 8. is the initial creep-rate at t:i.Ire = o, E is the initial strain 
1 . 0. 

upon stressing, and 

(12) 

is the limitim transient strain. Since the transient and steady state 

stages have the sane energy of activation for creep, and also the sane 

kinetics of reaction as implied by equation 2, it follows necessarily 

that: 

(13) 

where 8 = constant > 1. Therefore, the . total transient strain: 

(14) 

where 8 and K are constants independent of stress and temperature. 

According-to the above analysis, there I!Ulst apply: 

i) The initial strain UJ:X)n stressinj E , ·is athennal and depends on 
0 . 

the original state of the netal or alloy and the value of a /G where 

a is the stress and G is the shear modulus; 

ii) The ratio of the initial to secondary creep rates, 8, is a constant 

independent of stress, tatperature and initial strain; 

iii) 'Ihe rate of dispersal of the entanjlenents depends on the sane 

function of stress and tatperature as does the secot'ldaJ:y creep rate; 
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iv) For a given metal or alloy the transient strain, ET' is constant 

independent of stress or tarperature; and 

v) for a given netal or alloy there exists a universal high temperatlm 

transient and steady-state creep Curve of the fonn 

n LGb 
(cr/G) kT • t (15) 

where the function f is derived ficm equation 2 nentioned earlier in 

L'le text. The relation depicted in 15 is an extension of 3 which now 

incorporates the effects of stress as well as tatperature on the shape 

of transient creep· curve. 

IV. CORRELATION OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA 

A careful survey and re-analysis was made of all the experirrental results 

on high tanperature transient creep where the pertinent data on diffusi vi t 

and shear moduluS were also available~ A surrmary of all the exarrples 

that have been analyzed is given in Table II. The. validity of EqUation 
I 

11· is shown by the creep curves depited in Fig. 3 for experinental data 

on, .IU
9 

Ag
32

, purified Fe31 , Fe containinj c33 , eu34 plain carbon 

teel 35 . t 1 14 . 36 37 s , Mo s1ngle crys a s, lav carbon N1, Pb , and stainless 

stee129 . In general, the data spanned a rame of stress levels and, in 

the case of data on Pt, low carlx>n Ni, Al, Ag, and Fe containing carbon, 

a range of temperatures as well. The creep curves clearly reveal that 

regardless of temperature and . stress, the data for each material fall 

well on to a single curve which agrees well with the solid theoritical 

curve of equation 11. Figure 4 shows the initial strain, E , as a 
0 

function of a/G for the cases that were analyzed. 'Ihese data refer to 

the modulus adjusted athenral stress-strain curves at high tarperatures. 

The secondary creep rates £ s, for the netals and alloys in question are 
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&1own in Fig. 5, where ln (£ kT/LCb) is plotted as a function of ln(cr/G). s 

The curves agree fairly well \rith similar curves that were presented in 

a recent review by Bird, Mukherjee and Dorn14 Ingeneral, the plots 

clearly fall into the category of creep as controlled by the dislocation 

climb rrechanism. 

A typical example of the Universal creep curve for the case of poly

crystalline Ni is shown by the datum points of Fig. 6a. Regardless of 

stress all data fall well on to a single curve. The solid line refers 

to the theor:i tical expression given by Eq. ll. An even rrore convincing 

proof of the validity of the universal creep curve is shown in Fig. 6-b 

far Nb, where the expe:tirrental data cover ran:res of tenperature as well 

as stress and the secondary creep rates vary by two orders of magnitude. 

T!Je reroaini.ng cases that \vere examined were about equally consistent 

and illustrated the good agreerrent of the theory with the exper:i.rrental 

results. The stress dependence of £ . and £ is shown in Fig. 7 where 
~ s 

(f:kT/rGb) is plotted against a/G in dirrensionless units. The datum 

38 . and . ?Oints refer to creep of Ni by Parker at one tanperature flve 

stress levels and to creep of Nb by Brinson and Argent
39 

for a series 

of temperature or stress levels. Fig. 7 illustrates that the initial 

creep rates, f: . , for a series of stresses and temperatures are greater 
~ 

than the secondary creep rates, f:s' by a constant factor 8. Both f:i 

and £ are dependent on the substructural details that develop and hence 
s 

are functions of stress. As shown in Fig. 7, their difference is a 

constant regardless of stress and terrperature and is not a function of 

state. 

Values for the transient strain 10 T were deduced fran c:urVes in Fig. 3 

and Fig. 6. The rate constant K for different cases was detennined at 

one-half of the transient strain where equation 11 gives K = ln (2/£s.t). 
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The calculated values for the constants K, S and E:T are sho~n in Table 2. 

Whereas the transient strain E:T exhibits rather pronounced variations 

fonn one case to another, the rate constant K seans to be scnewhat less 

variable. Undoubtedly both depend on significant substructural details. 

Up to the present, however, no consistent trends in variations of K or 8 

have been uncovered relative to effect of grain size, stacking-fault 

energies, or any other pertinent structural details. 

Evans and Wilshire 
21 

working on polycrystalline Fe found that Eq. ll 

beccires inaccurate for creep at low stresses. Similar discrepancies, 

whidl. are observed in the creep of austentic stainless steel, have been 

discussed by Webster, Cox and Dorn 40 to arise fran the increased con-

tribution of grain-boundary sliding to the total creep rate at the low 

applied stresses. The data for stainless steel by Garofalo analyzed 

here apply only to the higher stress levels where the contribution of 

grain boundary sliding is: less than 0. 04 of. the total creep strain. M1en 

grain-boundary sliding pervails, K£ is no longer the pertinent rate s 

constant, since it refers to a creep rrechanism resulting fran climb 

along, and, under the circUmstances, ET is not expected to be ·a constant 

i~pendent of stress. Once grain boundary sliding is better understood 

quantitatively, this factor might also be taken into consideration so 

as to account a:xrpletely for high-temperature transient creep at low 

stresses in polycrystals as well. 

• 

, 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 

The following conclusions are drawn from the present work. 

1. It has been shown that the creep equation 

£ = £ + £ ·t + £ [1 - exp(-kEst)] 
o s T 

can be derived from the assumption that transient creep follows a 

.first order kinetic reaction rate theory, with a rate constant that 

depends on stress and temperature in. the same way as does the 

secondary creep rate. 

2. It is suggested that high-temperature transient creep results from 

substructural modifications due to stress and diffusion controlled 

climb of dislocations. 

3, For a given metal or alloy there exists a universal high-temperature 

trans.ient and steady-state creep curve that incorporates the effect 

of temperature as well as stress in the general form: 

4. For a given metal or alloy the transient strain ET is constant, 

5. 

independent of stress or temperature, when no significant grain-

boundary sliding takes place. 

The initial creep-rate, E. for a given metal or alloy is a constant 
1 

multiple, S, of the steady-state creep rate Es' regardless of stress 

and temperature. 

6. The initial strain £
0 

depends on the original state of the metal or 

alloy and the value of o/G. 

7. In polycr,Ystals at low stress levels, K£s is no longer the pertinent 

rate constant and the effect of grain-boundary sliding needs yet 

be taken into consideration. 
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